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CAHAYA RAMADAN BUFFET 

Celebrating Malaysia’s diverse food culture and traditions 

Bangi, APRIL 13, 2019: Bangi Resort Hotel welcomes Ramadan 2019 with an attractive and diverse selection of 

Malaysian cuisine along with other international favourites during the holy month at Funtasia. Ignite the spirit of 

Ramadan with your family, friends and colleagues at this fun and family friendly restaurant. From appetizing rojak 

pasembur to icy cool gelato and everything in between, there is always something for everyone to enjoy and join 

in the feast. 

Located in the thriving town of Bandar Baru Bangi, Bangi Resort Hotel is just 30minutes drive from Kuala Lumpur 

city centre and the Kuala Lumpur International Airport via major highways. Putrajaya, Cyberjaya, Cheras and 

Kajang are just a mere 15 to 20minutes drive. Parking is free for all guests and surau facility is located on level 1 

and level 2 of the hotel.  

Funtasia is a buffet concept restaurant that serves up tempting local cuisine, delightful western dishes as well as 

other dedicated action stalls where its chefs perform gastronomical stunts right before the diners’ eyes - 

providing patrons a journey that promises to excite their palate, delight their senses and transport them to a 

culinary wonderland.  

This year, our team of talented chefs have come up with over two hundred choices of diverse Malaysian cuisine 

with some international favourites. From appetizing starters on its 12foot tall Ferris Wheel to whole roasted lamb, 

Malaysian satay and Mongolian BBQ. Among the favourites at Funtasia is the pan-fried gyoza, nasi goreng fried by 

a robo-wok, and our signature dishes- sup tulang and sup kambing (oxtail soup and mutton soup), fish head curry 

and serawa durian (sweet porridge of durian). Not forgetting delightful sweet endings such as ice kacang and 

cendol, live kuih ketayap in the making and homemade gelato with daily changing flavours. Other interesting 

highlight would be “Robbie” who is our guest robot barista serving soft ice cream and coffee based drinks. All of 

these and many more to satisfy your hunger and cravings. Funtasia kitchen, Harmoni kitchen, pastry kitchen, 

banquet kitchen is halal certified by JAKIM.  

Online early bird promotion from 15 March to 15 April 2019 for the first 100seats is priced at RM75+ (Adult) and 

RM37.50+ (Child). Thereafter, the online price will be at RM85+ (Adult) and RM42.50+ (Child). Reservations 

through phone and pre-payment made minimum 24hour prior to dining will enjoy the discounted rate of RM90+ 

(Adult) and RM45+ (Child). Regular (walk-in) buffet price is RM120+ (Adult) and RM60+ (Child). For every adult 

dining the Cahaya Ramadan Buffet, RM3.50 will be contributed to Islamic Relief Malaysia.  

Expect the unexpected at Funtasia- a magical culinary experience. For reservations, call 03-8210 2222 or e-mail 

fb_reservations@hotelbangi-putrajaya.com. Visit www.bangiresorthotel.com for more info and current 

promotions. 

#cahayaramadanBRH #bangiresorthotel #iftarBRH #bukapuasa #buffetramadan #hospitalityredefined 
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